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1. Introduction

Problem

Illini Solar Car is manufacturing their 3rd generation vehicle to race at the American Solar

Challenge this coming summer. The team has recently installed their array and is looking for

easy-to-use, configurable, and efficient solar maximum power point trackers (MPPTs). MPPTs

are used to control power output of a solar array. In this case, it will precisely control power

into the vehicle’s battery pack to charge the battery. Off-the-shelf models are very expensive

and will take time to integrate into the vehicle’s architecture. Also with off-the-shelf

components if a part fails, we will not have access to the schematics to replace the

component.

Solution

The idea is to create custom, efficient, and low cost boost MPPTs built for the team’s

electrical system. These MPPTs will function by utilizing a boost converter to step the voltage

of the array in order to charge the battery. It will use an algorithm to vary the switching duty

ratio of the boost converter in order to control the power output. For context, as the battery

charges the voltage will increase and therefore the requested duty ratio will vary as a result.

For some background, the vehicle has the array wired in three separate sections. The goal

behind the 3 sections is better resilience to shading and redundancy built into the system. We

would make an easy to move enclosure with three MPPTs inside that can be mounted in the

vehicle. If one of the MPPTs fails we would still have 2/3 of the solar array producing power.

By making the MPPTs in house lots of problems could be solved. We could drastically reduce

the cost, make it plug-and-play with our vehicle’s electrical systems, and be able to debug

issues quickly.



Visual Aid

Figure 1: Visual Aid for MPPTs

High-Level Requirements

1. Logic Board is able to send information via CAN and control the power board using a

perturb & observe algorithm

2. The power board is able to successfully boost input voltage from 20V - 90V a range of

to a range of 77V-125V. It should have a tolerance of +/-10%.

3. The size of a single power board should be less that 272mm x 164mm in order to fit in

the space allotted for the MPPTs in the vehicle.



2. Design

Block Diagram

Figure 2: Block diagram of MPPTs

Subsystem Overview

1. Subsystem 1: Logic Board

a. The logic board will be the main control board for our system. The logic board

will collect I-V characteristics from the power board. Using this information It

will be tasked with running a perturb and observe algorithm to vary the

switching signals to a separate power board. The board will send data over a

CAN bus to communicate with the rest of the car.





Requirements Verification

MCU sends PWM gate signal requests to the

power board.

Scope the PWM gate signal output to verify

its voltage range(0V-3V3) and

frequency(200kHz).

MCU receives temperature data and is within

Actual Temperature ± 10°C.
We will use an infrared digital thermometer

to verify the actual temperature and

compare with our sensor readout using CAN

telemetry application.

MCU receives voltage data from solar array

and boost output. The reading is within

Actual Voltage ± 10%.

We will use a multimeter to verify the actual

voltage and compare with our sensor

readout using CAN telemetry application.

MCU receives current data from solar array

and boost output. The reading is within

Actual Current ± 10%.

We will use a current sense probe to verify

the actual current and compare with our

sensor readout using CAN telemetry

application.

MCU sends a fan request rpm message and

spins the fan.

The fan spins and a noticeable RPM change

will be felt. Also scoping the PWM input to

the fan can verify the speed request.

Can send and receive CAN data at 500kHz ±

frequency

Using the brain battery management system

we are able to receive CAN information. By

scoping the CANH and CANL signal, we view

the frequency of data. Using the telemetry

application made by Illini Solar Car we can

verify the message integrity.

The bus voltage(24V) is stepped down to 3V3

± 5%

We will use a multimeter to verify the actual

voltage from a test point on the board and

compare with 3V3 ± 5%.

2. Subsystem 2: Power Board

a. The power board will be a high power boost circuit controlled by the logic

board to take in the input power and vary the output power to charge the

battery. Each module should handle power up to 400W. MPPTs should be able to

output in the range of 77V-125V. Max charge current is ~2.75A.



Requirement Verification

The boost converter handles inputs up to

90V at 400W, and is able to boost the

voltage to an output range of 77-125V

We will make sure to test the converter at

maximum and minimum inputs, and verify

that the output is boosted correctly when

tested with a load.

The duty cycle input adjusts output voltage

of the boost converter.

We will test the MCU control loop with

inputs from the sensors. We will test the

PWM duty cycle output and make sure it is

logical for the desired output

Tolerance Analysis

High power MPPTs can have a few different tolerance challenges. To verify our design would

meet specifications, we used a simulation to validate the operating conditions. The first

simulation that was run was using our nominal case. If we vary the duty cycle, we are able to

get the current down to an acceptable value. This simulation doesn’t take into account the

real characteristics of solar cells, which have an Isc of 6.46A. In this case, we are modeling

the solar cells as a voltage source.



With the nominal simulation complete, we tried the worst case. This included the tolerance

present in the inductor(±20%) and capacitor(±5%). With this addition, the current ripple

increases by about 0.2A and the DC ripple increases by 0.4A. This is still within the

specifications as we were charging at a very low current previously. This will need to be

accounted for in the control loop when deciding acceptable duty ratio ranges.

3. Cost and Schedule

Cost Analysis

Power Board BOM



Logic Board BOM

In order to estimate the labor cost associated with this project we began by looking at the

average salary for a UIUC Electrical/Computer Engineering graduate. The average yearly

salary is $98,472, when combined with the fact that the average working hours per year is

2080, the result is an hourly rate of around $47. We anticipate that we will spend 10 hours a

week for the duration of the project (10 weeks) resulting in the following calculation: $47 * 10

hrs * 10 weeks * 3 people = $14,100 in labor costs.

When combined with the component costs the total is: $14,222.26

Schedule

WEEK Deadlines Tasks

Week of 2/19 Design Review Sign-up: 2/21

Design Document: 2/22

Finalize Simulation/Design

(Alex L)

Finish Board Design(Alex L)

Week of 2/26 Design Review: 2/27

PCB Review: 2/30

Finish Layouts of Boards(Alex

C)

Week of 3/4 First Round PCB Orders: 3/5

Teamwork Evaluation I: 3/6

Start FW with brain board

(Akhil)

Week of 3/11 Spring Break Break🙂 (Everyone)



Week of 3/18 Second Round PCB Orders:

3/19

Test power board

manually(Everyone)

Week of 3/25 Third Round PCB: 3/26

Individual Progress Reports:

3/27

Test power board with brain

board (Everyone)

Week of 4/1 Fourth Round PCB: 4/2 Demo voltage

ranges(Everyone)

Week of 4/8 Fifth Round PCB: 4/9 Verify Everything is Working

(Everyone)

Week of 4/15 Mock Demo: 4/15-19

Team Contract Fulfillment:

4/19

Together:

- Check functionality of

project, prepare for

mock demos

Week of 4/22 Final Demo 4/22-24

Mock Presentation: 4/25-26

Together:

- Make adjustments for

final demo

- Work on presentation

Week of 4/29 Final Presentation: 4/29-30

Final Paper: 5/1

Lab Notebook: 5/2

Together:

- Finalize presentation

and report

4. Ethics and Safety

As MPPTs are high power devices, there are safety issues that may arise when working

with high voltage electronics. For example when working with a solar array there will always

be a voltage present, especially in strong light. This means that we should take caution when

connecting the MPPTs to any solar array, or when handling solar array connections. When

testing, we will also be using a high voltage power supply to test the power converter. When

testing, care should be taken to ensure that there are no unwanted connections and

everything is properly connected and covered so that there is no risk of accidental contact

with the test setup.

The MPPTs should also have an enclosure that will prevent any accidental touches or

any debris from getting inside and damaging the electronics or causing a short. Since these

will be used inside our solar car, extra care will have to be taken with the construction of the

enclosure to ensure there is no way for the driver or another person doing maintenance on

the car to accidentally come into contact with the electronics. The enclosure should also be

located in a safe place inside the car and built correctly so that any possible debris getting

inside the car or other mechanical components becoming loose or damaged will not cause



damage to the electronics. The enclosure should also comply with the American Solar

Challenge regulations regarding labeling, mechanical structure, and wiring.

The MPPTs will be used to charge the car’s batteries, which introduce additional safety

concerns. We must ensure that the MPPTs are thoroughly tested with a load and power supply

before actually connecting them to batteries to avoid any possible overvoltage or overcurrent

issues. The battery itself already has a BMS with automatic monitoring and shut off, and the

BMS should always be used and in working order whenever working with the batteries.

Campus policy regarding batteries will be followed, which includes rules about battery

storage, bringing batteries into buildings, and training for working with batteries. If any work

is being done with batteries safety equipment such as fire extinguishers and sand will be

present.

In terms of ethics, as this product is being built for a single specific application for our

battery and solar array, there are minimal ethical issues with this product. This product will

not be sold or used in any other situation and will remain with the team. There is little to no

risk beyond the aforementioned high voltage safety concerns.
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